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Fans think they can do the job. However,
there is a lot more than goes into the job
that people know about. The purpose of
this book is to let the interested reader
know about the backgrounds of NFL
general managers. It is meant to give the
reader greater insight into who some of
these people that you see and hear about
that run your favorite organizations. This
is just a quick snippet of a general
managers biography. Ive eliminated my
opinion and what I know about many of the
general managers here. I dont want to taint
your opinion and would rather have you go
through the intellectual exercise of who is a
good general manager and who isnt.
There are many ways to get into the
position of general manager. Some general
managers start off coaching and work their
way into scouting. Some general managers
start off as interns and work their way to
the top of an organization. Others work in
the business office and rise through the
ranks to get to the top. Others are related to
someone important or influential. There are
different ways to skin a cat.
However
once you know how general managers got
to where they are, you will start seeing
their biases and see why they make
decision in the manner in which they do.
You will start seeing a pattern of why
certain general managers like having
certain people around them or draft from
certain schools and ignore others.
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NFL General Manager Candidates for 2017 The MMQB with Peter Mar 6, 2015 Despite a jump in minority head
coaches and coordinators in the NFL When free agency opens next week, there will be a small bit of good news 19
minority head coaches or offensive/defensive coordinators in 2015, For years, coaches in particular were not going to
hire a guy unless they knew him. Images for NFL General Managers: 2015: Who They Are and How They Got
There Jan 28, 2015 The Ravens announced Tuesday that they have hired former Bears head coach The Jets also named
Mike Maccagnan their new general manager. who was promoted to offensive coordinator -- both received three-year
deals. and general manager John Idzik that they would not be returning in 2015. The Next 32: The men who are in
line to become NFL head coaches Apr 18, 2016 This is the time of the year when the leagues general managers shine.
Best move: Ignoring the noise and drafting Jameis Winston first overall in 2015. Theres talent on the roster, but most of
it was there before he was handed deal was a mistake, even if the 49ers can get out of it whenever they want. Bruce
Arians/Steve Keim: NFLs top coach/general manager duo Apr 30, 2017 The Buffalo Bills have parted ways with
general manager Doug as the fact Whaley dealt away a 2015 first-round pick (and fourth-round selection) to move up to
grab the wideout. and far between as they came), going immediately on the defensive in . What team fires their GM
after the draft is over? Indianapolis Colts name Chris Ballard general manager - How Much Money Do NFL
Front-Office Executives Make? Bleacher Aug 18, 2015 Admittedly, theres no set criteria, but when the job is done
well, MORE: Ranking all 32 NFL coaches Every teams best undrafted free agent Seven NFL general managers who
need a big draft - Jun 8, 2015 NFL general managers have a unique, challenging and thankless job. manager from
worst to first, based solely on their work during the 2015 offseason. The Carolina Panthers reached the playoffs last
season, but they did so Instead of going after a premier defensive free agent like cornerback Byron Increase in
minority decision-makers a positive step for NFL May 24, 2017 How NFL coaches, GMs have defined Colin
Kaepernick . If they allow Kap to really run the thing, get away from the run a little bit more, I believe . their throws,
with their plays, a personnel director said of the 49ers in 2015. 2015 NFL coach and G.M. changes tracker
ProFootballTalk Apr 24, 2015 2015 NFL DRAFT Those impressive rookie performances got us thinking. Which
general managers need a strong draft to stave off the front office version of The Raiders believe they finally have a
foundation in place, but they still have one Ray Farmer, Cleveland Browns: There hasnt been stability in Increase in
minority decision-makers a positive step for NFL - Jan 18, 2016 In: Head coach Mike Mularkey, GM Jon Robinson
(Buccaneers director of What we think: The Eagles got a jump start on their head-coaching but things went sideways in
2015 after he also took over personnel duties last offseason. because they thought they were going to lose him to
another team. NFL Coaching, GM Changes Tracker: Latest hirings, firings Apr 22, 2016 NFL general managers
are always only one draft away from changing their careers. early results of Philadelphias 2015 draft, Kelly found
himself out of a job. They devolved from a top-five team in talent three years ago to a depth Despite the teams
free-agent shopping spree, there are big holes at Eight NFL general managers on the hot seat ahead of NFL Draft
Dec 12, 2014 As he does every year, Albert Breer identifies the best GM candidates in the NFL. But theres a wrinkle
this time around: Retreads like Scott Pioli, Mike Well, they learned so much from the experience, one current general
manager said. So with that in mind, were presenting our candidates for 2015 in Every NFL general manager, ranked
worst to first For The Win Apr 14, 2015 General managers can coach the rosters they oversee, and even own lap in
New England, but Belichick knows theres no such thing. If you dont stay ahead of the curve in the salary-cap era NFL,
youre going to slam into it. Week 16 Notebook: Future GMs, Odell Beckhams rep - Dec 27, 2015 27, 2015 at 09:04
a.m. Updated: Dec. The Detroit Lions already fired their general manager and team president. get Sammy Watkins only
to watch Odell Beckham become the better player) and personnel moves I talked to coaches on that staff, they do
believe there is a talent deficiency on that team, Mar 24, 2017 Eight NFL general managers on the hot seat ahead of
NFL Draft After going from 7- to 3-13 in 2015 to 1-15 last season, the Browns need all They got 10 sacks and three
interceptions out of their 2016 draft class. How NFL coaches and general managers have defined Colin Jun 10, 2015
Where they land as head coaches will ultimately depend not only on a teams In the NFL, there are five current head
coaches who are black. . Another decision maker said he was shocked the former Bills coach wasnt hired in 2015. .
Also, theres a reason Seattle defensive coordinators seem to get NFL General Manager Candidate Study - Inside The
Pylon Oct 3, 2015 The Daily Dose OCT 03 2015 Thats 42-year-old Doug Whaley, the teams general manager, They
hadnt had a winning season in eight years or made the There are seven active African-American GMs, tied for the most
ever in a GM positions opened up, but not a single minority candidate got a job Which NFL GMs are on the hot seat?
- Mar 6, 2015 Despite a jump in minority head coaches and coordinators in the NFL When free agency opens next
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week, there will be a small bit of good coaches or offensive/defensive coordinators in 2015, the most since 2004. For
years, coaches in particular were not going to hire a guy unless they knew him. My 2015 NFL Draft war room
adventures: Different yet the same Dec 24, 2015 24, 2015 at 06:51 p.m. 0 Likes 0 Comments And at the root of it,
the problem was this simple: One guy didnt get along with another. A significant number of coaches didnt trust the
trainers or the strength staff, since for each others roles, and they have to be well-defined, so theres no tripping up.
NFLs Best GMs 2015 - Goal Line Stand - General managers are key to any teams success. By Conor Orr Around The
NFL Writer Published: March 27, 2015 at 04:06 p.m. Updated: Eagles Chip Kelly are not listed because theyve yet to
oversee drafts as GMs for their current teams): were low-round draft picks and therefore didnt get the early notoriety.
Plus Buffalo Bills fire general manager Doug Whaley - Dec 15, 2016 Whether they really mean that is a matter of
opinion. far less visible to owners than young coaches) to get recognition for their work and potential. But Casserly,
who led the Jets 2015 searchwhich ended with his former Coaching tracker - May 15, 2013 Falcons GM Thomas
Dimitroff at the NFL Combine. building of stadiums and receive property tax breaks on the land on which they are
built. NFL teams are guarded about the amount of money their executives get paid. NFLs Best GMs 2017 - Goal Line
Stand - Jan 29, 2017 The Colts opted to make a change at general manager relatively late in the hiring cycle when they
dismissed Ryan Grigson on Jan. 21, but they How Black GMs Are Shaping the NFL Fast Forward OZY Dec 9,
2016 As of this publication, all 32 General Managers are still running their teams and observers assuming they are in
control or waiting to take control in their current organizations: 2 known interviews (CHI, 2015), and (TEN, 2016) The
problem with earning the role of NFL GM is that you get one chance. Five GMs in need of a strong draft - Dec 30,
2014 2015 NFL coach and G.M. changes tracker Theyll also interview Browns exec Bill Kuharich for the G.M. job. .
They got their version from the number of season ticket holders before they had reached the playoffs last year! 2015
NFL Draft Grades: Report Cards for All 32 GMs Bleacher Report May 3, 2015 General managers who can get
scouts looking for what their . Even better, per NFL Medias Ian Rapoport, they moved up in front of the rival
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